Acme X8100 Drone

We are happy to introduce the first drone in our assortment
– ACME X8100 Easy control drone. To start with, the main
advantage of this drone is easy control. The drone is
controlled with smartphones, tablets so You don’t need to
buy and carry around any additional remote controls.
Moreover, protections of the propellers are made of soft
plastic what minimizes chances of drone breaking in case of
bumping into hard objects. Of course the drone performs all
flying functions You may need: flies forward/back, left/right,
up/down, quickly flips around and rotates 360° only around
its axis. Plus, the movements remain steady even when
performing fast tricks and the landing is always soft and easy
since feet of the drone are made of rubber.

Features
Easy control
Control with a smartphone or a tablet,
therefore, no need for additional
remote controls

Durability
Propellers are made of soft plastic what
minimizes chances of drone breaking in
case of bumping into hard objects

Compatibility
Compatible with Android, iOS

Control distance
Allows to fly the drone away up to 15
metres

Rechargeable battery
Drone has a rechargeable battery with
flying time up to 10 minutes

Acme X8100 Drone
Technical Specifications
Compatibility

Android smartphone with Android 4.3 version or higher, iPhone 4S device or newer with Bluetooth V4.0 or above

Dimensions

140 x 140 x 40 mm

Weight

39 g

Working distance

up to 15 meters

Charger

via USB

Battery

Li-Po 3.7 V, 300 mAh

Contents

ACME X8-100 Drone
Li-Po battery
USB charging cable
4 spare propellers
User manual

Features

Control with smartphone, tablet
360° flips capability
Working time 6–10 min (depends on usage style)
4 channels

Warranty Terms

2 years

Ordering Details

Shipping Specifications

Model

Acme X8100 Drone

Inner carton, pcs

-

Product No

171102

Master carton, pcs

-

EAN code

4770070877074

Pallet, cartons

-

Master carton weight Netto, kg

-

Master carton weight Brutto, kg

-

Product weight Netto, kg

-

Product weight Brutto, kg

-

Dimensions
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Dimensions (product) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (package) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (inner carton) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (master carton) (D x W x H), mm

-

Volume of master carton, cbm

-

